Daring the past year three general meetings have been held. They were all iwell attended, and useful discussions took place on each occasion. At the meetings in March and December, Sir Henry Burdett read papers on the question now so much to the front, as to the desirability of moving certain hospitals from their present sites to districts where hospital accommodation is deficient. It is a matter for congratulation that since the reading of the first paper one hospital (King's College) has decided to move to South London, and it is to be hoped that the scheme will be widely supported by the charitable public.
At the October meeting a discussion was opened by Dr As to the methods that should be adopted, there appeared to be a great deal of misapprehension. People seemed to consider there should be motor and horse ambulances provided. No doubt a few of these might be tried, but they would entail a very heavy and constant expense because, if such a service was to be kept efficient, they must have a medical service in connection with it which would entail a large annual outlay for salaries. It had been suggested that the large hospitals might co-operate and tell off some of their senior students on a rota for the purpose. But the deans of the medical schools declared that they had no men they could spare ; that in fact the medical curriculum was so exacting and ward work in the hospitals was so heavy that the students were even now not numeroas enough to overtake it, and much of i: had to be done by the nurses in consequence. Then as to the practical qiiestion, it was generally better for the patient to be moved on to a hand litter on the level of the pavement immediately than to wait for the arrival of a horse ambulance and be lifted into it and driven away. He (Sir Henry) believed the best plan would be to continue the horse and hand litter service, so that the police or whoever took out the hand litter from the cab stand or fire station could ring a bell for the faster vehicle. It should be understood that cases from each point should be taken to a certain hospital along an agreed-upon route so that they could be met on the way. Mr. Bischoffsheim had all along said he was prepared to provide either horse or motor ambulances if it could be shown that they were required and that proper accommodation would be provided. It was due to Mr. Bischoffsheim that this should clearly be brought out, because circulars and letters had been issued which seemed to imply that nothing had been done ; and the fact that Mr. Bischoffsheim had kept in the background had led people to make statements which might mislead the press and the public. He 
